
Black granite Ganesha stone
statue 31 inch
Read More
SKU: 00454
Price: ₹110,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Hindu Statues

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the lord of the beginning and destructor of obstacles. In this statue the
elephant headed deity is carved out of granite. In the statue the lord is depicted having four
arms, two of which bears weapons used for controlling wild elephants, in his other hand he
bears the sweets, and in his last hand he blesses his devotees with success, prosperity, love,
knowledge and arts. He is the “Siddhi-Vinayak” who grants boon to those who worship with
complete devotion and dedication. With a pot belly digesting all ordeals and goodness that
comes your way, the lord gives a very important message to the world. His big elephant head
represents immeasurable knowledge and his one broken tusk depicts his sacrifice, his small
eyes represents concentration, his small mouth indicates talk less, his big ears depicts that he
hears everyone’s problems. So bring this epitome of goodness and luck to your house to enrich
your surrounding with knowledge, health and wealth.
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Ganesha sitted on lotus Granite
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00448
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the eldest son of lord Shiva and goddess Parvati. Here the elephant headed
deity is portrayed in beautiful manner in Black stone, with four arms, two of which bears
weapon to tame the wild elephants (symbolized as mind), in other arm bears the sweets or
reward for righteousness and with his other hand he blesses his subject with success,
prosperity, peace, happiness, health and wealth. The lord bestows those who always follow the
path of truth and righteousness and crushes those who are egoistic, unrighteous and selfish. He
is the siddhi-vinayak and the Gana-Nayaka, one who is worshipped before beginning of any
auspicious occasion or work, as he is the remover of obstacles and bestower of boon and
success. So bring this lord home to embrace the positive results.
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Left trunk black stone Ganesha
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00449
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
This majestic statue is made out of black stone and is beautifully carved with perfection,
defining each part of the elephant headed lord Ganesha. He is the Siddhi Vinayak with a trunk
facing towards his right, who grants all your wishes and blesses with boon and success when
worshipped with complete dedication and devotion. Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of
knowledge, art, health and wealth. Apart from being the Lord of the Ganas, he also is the
remover of obstacles. In this statue lord Ganesha is depicted sitting on a lotus with passa and
ankusha in his two hands and a bowl of sweets in other, with other hand raised to bless his
devotees. With a crown on his head and his mount, the mouse beneath his feet, the happy-go-
lucky god looks adorable. So bring this statue home or place it in your office for achieving
success, prosperity, peace and happiness.
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Sitted Ganesha granite stone
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00446
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of knowledge, Dance, art and music. He is the supreme
almighty who listens to every prayer and complains of his devotees. He bears a head of an
elephant and a body of a human. His big pot belly symbolizes to digest every bad and good that
come your way, his big elephant head is the symbol of immeasurable knowledge. He has four
arms in two of which he bears passa and ankusha the tools to tame a wild elephant which
symbolically means mind, in other hand he holds sweet as a reward for those who follow the
path of righteousness and in other hand he blesses the mankind with prosperity, success,
knowledge, health, wealth and peace. His trunk is facing towards left and worshipping this
statue alone can give you unimaginable results, so bring this lord home to feel safe, secure and
blessed.
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Soap stone car dashboard
Ganesha playing shehenai 3inch
Read More
SKU: 00221
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues,
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
Shehnai is a very old musical instrument in Indian culture; it is considered a good symbol and is
played during the marriages throughout the country. Lord Ganesha is an embodiment of music,
art and dance and is mostly depicted in various forms playing various musical instruments and
playing. In this statue the elephant headed jolly Ganesha is portrayed sitting on a lotus platform
and playing a Shehnai. The statue carved out of white sandstone is depicted with beauty and
perfection, enough to make the viewer spell bound. These type of portraits will not just enhance
the beauty of your study or office table but will also make a great accessory for your car. This
mesmerizing piece of beauty is indeed a masterpiece. So don’t miss out the chance to make it
yours. This jolly Ganesha is a good luck charm and will keep you energized the whole day and
will bring fortune to you.
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Lord Ganesha Sitting Black
Granite Stone Statue 31 inch
C25
Read More
SKU: 00204
Price: ₹110,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Standing Ganesha
Sculpture 4ft 18
Read More
SKU: 00111
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Lord Ganesha one of the supreme god among the Hindu deities. He is worshipped before
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starting any auspicious task for blessings as he is the destroyer of all evil and the god of
knowledge. He is also known as the patron of art and music. His body is of human being and his
head is of an elephant. He is the gana nayak who always listens to his devotees with his big
ears. His big elephant head symbolises the immense knowledge and wisdom. His small eyes
symbolise concentration and his small mouth depicts talk less. He is always loved and
worshipped by his devotees for his playful and joyful nature. Bring home this statuette and feel
the grace of the great Hindu god in your house or office. Or gift this to the dear and loved ones
to show your love and care for them.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
Sculpture 4.5ft 17
Read More
SKU: 00110
Price: ₹88,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha Sculpture 4.5 ft, an elegant piece of earthy look  Ganesha god
statue, embellished with his usual Ayudha in his four hands. Each of which carries a distinct
spiritual meaning.
Material: Sandstone/Redstone/Khondalite Stone Height: 4.5 ft Dimension(HWL): 54 x 26 x 15
inch  Position: SittingThe son who is willing to fight until his last breath to avert a person from
entering his mother's casa to be made as chief of the Ganas by his father, Lord Ganesha's story
of birth to gain wisdom is indescribable. Regarded as the god who removes all distress and
suffering.  There are various symbols Ganesha teaches us through to learn.The elephant head
symbolizes one becomes what he thinks, learn to utilize full potential. smallmouth below the
trunk signifies talk less work more. The large stomach keeps the infinite universe tied up with 
(kundalini) a serpent. His tiny eyes depict to stay focused on your goal. His large ears are a
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symbol of a good listener. His broken tusk stands for utilizing your present resources of what
you have and never regret over the sacrifices you made. His Anusha used to proceed always on
the righteous path, the paasa (noose) is used to bind the devotee to the truth and captures all
obstacles. Ganesha has seen with his mount mouse, the bandicoot rat is a symbol of inner
desire and ego would cause havoc if not get in control. So we should learn to have control over
our ego and infinite desires. The sweet pot is illustrated on should keep working on the right
path will be rewarded accordingly. The lord is called "mangal murti" which means idol of
auspiciousness, keeping the sandstone Ganpati statue one will attain liberation can free from
obstacles, financial problems coming in personal as well as professional life, and will achieve
the glory of success in health, wealth.  A simple yet rustic spiritual piece going to bring a
positive vibe into your place Placing: Ideally west, north, and northeast directions are perfect
for keeping the idol to get favorable results. Make sure if you are keeping the idol at any
entrance then the back of the idol should face the entrance. Care: Sandstone is an incredible
material that does not need much care, gently wiping with a fiber or cotton cloth is enough.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
Statue 48inch 16
Read More
SKU: 00109
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha Statue looks more beautiful and complex with age. The
CRAFTS ODISHA artisans have made this stylish statue especially eye-catching.

Material: Sandstone Redstone
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Dimension(HWL): 48 x 29 x 15 inch
Position: Sitting
Height: 4 ft

Features of the sitting black Ganesha god statue:

The sculpture displayed above is the elephant-headed god "Lord Ganpati".
 Sitting in Lalitasana on a lotus plinth, with four arms, with the two upper arms holding the
Paasa and Ankush, while one of the lower ones is holding his favorite sweetmeats and the
other holds his broken tusk.
The trunk of this sculpture is bent towards the right, with a glossy rich finish making the
sculpture more alluring.

 Significance of the south trunk Ganesha:

The right trunk Ganesh Murti is revered ardently and religiously.
The right side trunk is called Siddhi Vinayaka, Valampur, and Dakshina Varti Ganesha.
Siddhi, one of the wives of Ganpati resides to his right and therefore, the idol with a trunk
curved to the right is called Siddhi Ganpati.
The right side channel is called the Pingala Nadi, which crosses Ida Nadi at Agnya Chakra
(third eye) level. It is associated with the left side and the front of the brain. This channel
caters to the right compassionate nervous system and is the supra-conscious mind. It
makes our future.
 Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla Chaturthi) in
the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

A guide for placing the alluring  statues:

Displaying the statue at the entrance of any office/school or institution enhances the
essence of your space.
Your home would look ravishing with the statue displayed over an iron pedestal in the
vacant nooks & corners.
Get creative by displaying it on the patio among potted plants giving a natural vibe to the
statue.
Make a statement by making a bed of flowers around the statue in your garden with
vibrant colors.
You can place the mesmerizing idol on the end table of the living room.
The earthy charm pops up more when placed near or under a water feature like a pool,
pond, or sprouting fountain.
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 Place it in the foyer or entranceway over a console or sideboard between two lamps for
illuminating the statue in dark.

The divine blessing of the Vaalampuri Ganesha:

Lord Valampuri banishes the fear of mishaps during journeys.
Grant the devotee prosperity and abundance with happiness.
Useful for people desiring early marriage.

Advice to make your Ganesha god statue clean and tidy:

Cleaning up your Ganesha god statue is an effortless job.
Douse the statue first then scrub the surface using a damp cloth or a soft bristle brush
over the surface.
Once all the residue is detached, give the statue a final bath and let it air dry.
Keep it cleaned once in a while to keep its polished look and beauty.

Sand Stone Dancing Ganesha
Statue 48inch 15
Read More
SKU: 00108
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sand Stone Dancing Ganesha Statue 48 inch (4 ft), the most idolized, and admirable Hindu
deity.  An enchanting carving on the sculpture by the brilliance craftsman from the state of
Odisha. The lord is seen in his joyful form of dancing and enjoying. Material: Sandstone/
Redstone Height: 4 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 48 x 22 x 12 inch Position :Standing His
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four arms depict the inner attributes, which function us. His axe denotes hews of all desires,
bearers of anguish and agony. With the help of axe he removes the obstacles. The prayer beads
are a symbol of a calm and stress-free mental level. The broken tusk is a symbol of sacrifice
and lastly, the pot full of sweetness signifies the reward of the spiritual and ethical action of the
devotee. His image is a combination of four animals, the man, elephant, serpent, and mouse.
His wide ears represent gaining knowledge, signifying the power of listening carefully. The belly
contains an infinite universe which he holds with a kundalini symbolize by a serpent. The mouse
represents our desires and ego, Lord Ganesha controls the mouse, we must also learn to control
our desire and ego for a wise life. We must always illume ourselves with the light of knowledge.
Where there is Ganesha, there is success and prosperity. He is the precursor of opulence.
Granter of windfall. Those who seek happiness and peace should bring the dancing Ganesha
stone sculptures. Ganesha statue dancing posture looks utterly charming and engrossing, to the
eye. He delivers the human spirit in the form of an idol. This sculpture is very enduring, you can
place it at the entrance of any building or in your courtyard. Placing: If you want to amplify the
spirit of harmony and peace, in your space then Northeast corner is the best choice. You can
place it in the main entrance, facing inside. Placing in the southeast corner increases
positivity(this direction is applicable only for the dancing posture of the idol), and is considered
to be good for people associate with creative work, artists. Care:  The earthy-colored idol
doesn't need much maintenance, dusting with a cotton cloth or brush is enough to wipe away
the dust.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
Sculpture 36inch 14
Read More
SKU: 00107
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
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Product Description
Ganesh is one of the most powerful deity. He is considered the vighna-vinashak, one who
removes all obstacles. So he is also worshied before starting auspicious occasions. Lord
Ganesha has an elephant head which depicts the immense knowledge and wisdom. His trunk
symbolises the fact that the wise person has both immense strength and fine discrimination. In
this statue lord ganesha is having his trunk facing towards the right, which is believed to give
faster results on being worshipped with proper rituals. His big ears make him a lord who hears
all the problems of his devotees. This statuette has 4 hands, in one hand he holds ankusha and
in another passa, which are the tools to control the untameable wild mind. In other hand he
holds his broken tusk which symbolises sacrifice. In his fourth hand he holds the round shaped
sweets called ladoos. These ladoos are depicted to be the reward of wise life. Here Ganesha is
shown sitting with one foot on the ground and other foot folded, this shows he belongs to the
earth but not entirely. He is pot bellied with a snake tied on it. Near his foot their stands his
vahana which is the mouse which depicts his humble nature to be riding the tiniest of all
creatures.  

Sand Stone Dancing Ganesha
Statue 36inch 13
Read More
SKU: 00106
Price: ₹38,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sand Stone Dancing Ganesha Statue 36 inch (3 ft), as the named purpose a happy dancer form
of Lord Ganesha. Nritya Ganpati is a representation of an amusing and happy form of the
Ganesha god. One foot in the ground the other slightly raised during the dance, holding a drum
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in both of his hands. Nritya Ganpati is also shown as a form of dilettante of fine arts. He bestows
devotees with art and dexterity. Material: Sandstone/Redstone Height: 3 ft (approx.)
Dimension:(HWL): 36 x 17 x 11 inch Position: Dancing The dancing Ganesha god statue
demonstrates cosmic changes and creation. He is a symbol of endurance against ill fortune. The
art is inherited by him from his parents as we all know Lord Shiva dance Tandava and Goddess
Parvati dances to lasya, combining them wonderfully. Ganesha has been appointed as the chief
by Lord Shiva." Gana" means people,  "Isha" means lord when we combined them together, 
they stand for Ganesha or Ganpati both refer to the chief of people. The five organs of
environmental stimuli and five organs of action are the "Ganas" ( desire, thoughts, instinct)  to
which the mind is the master. The ten senses (mind and intellect) constitute the ganas. The
mouse is a symbol of inner desires, which are never satisfied, Lord Ganesha controls the mouse
which means a sensible person should have control open his senses and desire which will not
lead him to destroy the good in him. If one dedicates himself to the Lord Ganesha, he will help
you become a better person, all you have to do is to follow his teachings. He removes the
negativity and hardship in your life. Dancing Ganesha is an ideal choice for financial debt. A
fresh and cheerful way of decorating the house in a classy manner. A feast to eye. Placing: To
bring prosperity and positivity consider placing him in the northeast corner of the house, west
and north direction is also favorable for the idol. Care:  It is maintenance-free, simply wipe with
a cotton cloth or broom to avoid dirt compile.

Sand Stone Sculpture Sitting
Ganesha 24inch 12
Read More
SKU: 00105
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Ganesh, the vighna-vinashak, one who removes all obstacles. So he is also worshipped before
starting any venture or work so that the task could be completed without any obstructions. Lord
Ganesha has a elephant head which depicts the immense knowledge and wisdom. His trunk
symbolizes the fact that the wise person has both immense strength and fine discrimination as
it has the ability of uprooting a tree as well as is capable of picking up a needle. Here his trunk
face towards the right which are also called the siddhi Vinayak because it is believed to bring
siddhi or quick result on being worshipped correctly. It is masculine and has fiery nature but can
give quick results. His big ears make him a lord who hears all the problems of his devotees. This
idol has 4 hands, in one hand he holds ankusha and in another passa, tools to control the
untamable wild mind. In other hand he holds his broken tusk which symbolizes sacrifice and is
the symbolism of a wise person beyond duality. In his fourth hand he holds ladoos which are
depicted to be the reward of wise life. Here Ganesha is shown sitting with one foot on the
ground and other foot folded, this shows he belongs to the earth but not entirely. He is pot
bellied with a snake tied on it.

Sand Stone Statue Sitting
Ganesha 24inch 11
Read More
SKU: 00104
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Description: Sand Stone Statue Sitting Ganesha 24 inch (2 ft) a fine details combined with the
simplicity of the sculpture. the stone sculptures carving has depicted the glorification of ancient
stone carving of the state Odisha. Material: Sandstone / Redstone / Khondalite Stone Height:
2 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 24 x 15 x 8 inch Position: Sitting The statue sitting on a lotus
in his usual position is called "Lalitasan", the placid and tranquil form among his 32 forms.
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Where he is posing with his usual attributes of holding different items in each arm which also
have some varied spiritual meaning. Lord's one leg folded another in the ground signifies that
Ganesha is deeply involved in the materialistic world of his devotees.  Going with the right
upper arm he is holding Ankush (goad), used to direct the devotee in the righteous path and
removing obstacles coming through. the noose in his upper left arm depicts pulling and capture
all the obstacles and hardship of the devotee. the broken tusk signifies the dedication and
sacrifices of one's self, here the lord is depicted that he will by the side of the devotee in any
terms. the pot full of sweets is the reward of a wise life. by following lessons from his life, one
will easily work towards the profusion of wealth and power. Among all Hindu deities, Lord
Ganesha is considered closet to worldly affairs of the day-to-day life of concern. one can
achieve intelligence, harmony, self-control, success in all ways of a peaceful life whether it is
personal or professional. The sandstone Ganpati statue is a perfect décor item to be added to
your space with its rustic unpolished look. The statue has been made both for indoor as well as
outdoor purposes, so you can place it anywhere you want to amp up our style. Placing: To
reinforce the positive fruitfulness, place him in the northeast corner known as the Ishaan Kona
of the house.  you can place him in the west and the north is also auspicious. Care:  Ganesha
statue can be clean using a dry cloth or broom.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
30inch 10
Read More
SKU: 00103
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is referred to as the patron of art, music and science. He is the wisest of all gods
to be riding over a small creature such as mouse, which is also a symbolism of controlling your
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desires rather than letting them control you. His big elephant head is a representation of
immense knowledge and wisdom. His small eyes depict concentration. His small mouth
symbolise talk less where as his big ears make him listen to the problems and worships of all
his devotees simultaneously. His broken tusk is the symbolic representation of sacrifice. His
trunk is capable enough to pick a needle as well as uproot a tree. His four hands serve different
purposes. One holds the ankusha and holds the passa, tools to tame the untameable mind. In
other he holds the sweets as a reward of a wise life and in other he holds his broken tusk while
showering his blessings upon his devotees. He has a pot belly to digest the good and bad of life
peacefully. His trunk is swung towards the right which are very productive for fast results when
worshipped following proper rituals. His one foot is bend while other is on the ground. This
beautiful statuette made out of sandstone is a perfect fit for your lawn or office entrance, to
embrace the environment with peace, love, knowledge and prosperity.  

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha 2ft
9
Read More
SKU: 00093
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Finished in brilliant weathered finish to serve as a versatile decor element for
endless decorative possibilities throughout the outdoor. The sandstone sitting
Ganesha is a tremendous sense of sculptural appeal and charismatic personality.

Material: Sandstone / Redstone  
Dimension(HWL):  24 x 11 x 7 inch
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Position: Sitting
Height: 2 ft

Illustration of the sitting Ganesha : 

The statue here described is the harbinger of auspiciousness "Lord Ganesha".
Shri Ganesh illustrates the beginning, notably the beginning of something auspicious and
positive.
Sitting in Lalitasana on a base design like a lotus. Beneath him, his mount mouse is also
seen contemplating his master with folded hands.
With his four hands, Lord Ganesha is holding a noose, goad, his broken tusk, and his
favorite sweets.

The sitting Ganesha idol: 

The God of prosperity and good health, therefore, every Indian worships at the start of any
auspicious event.
Lord Ganesha is the head of all ganas of Lord Shiva.
Goddess Parvati created him using dirt from her body & gave life to the boy while Shiva
was out.
She posted Ganesha to guard the entrance of Kailasha while taking a bath.
Meanwhile, Shiva returned &  willing to meet Parvati, where he face to face with Ganesha
who did not let him enter his abode, leading to a conflict between them. Eventually, Lord
Shiva chops off Ganesha’s head in anger.
Parvati was not happy with such scenery. She presented the whole picture and requested
Lord Shiva to bring his son to life.
 Lord Shiva after understanding the entire story fixed a head of an elephant upon him and
this way Ganesha was born again. The rebirth of this elephant-headed boy is celebrated as
Ganesha Chaturthi.

Tips to decor the Ganesha Murti: 

Surround your garden sculpture with rocks like polished stones or gravel, instead of plants
and flowers.
The sculpture would be best suited amid some greenery. Just be sure to place it among
plants that won’t overgrow the statue itself as it would be hidden from the eye.
Another awesome idea is to highlight one of your cherished and best garden statues by
framing it in an arbor, or pergola.
They are a wonderful way to leave a lasting remembrance of their final resting place.
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 you’ll see how amazing your backyard becomes with some cool concrete lawn ornaments.
Standing alone in the confines of a full flower bed, these sculptures are sure to make you
smile while you’re enjoying the great outdoors.
 Effortlessly sits on the edge of hedges ad bushes that gorgeous finishing touch every
garden needs.
Statue them at the entrance, porch, or foyer pays homage to the guests.

Benefits of the Ganesha Murti on its devotee's life:

You will get rid of the crises in your life, as Lord Ganesha is known as the  Vighnaharta.
 Lord Ganesha grants his devotees triumph in all walks of life.
He equips reassurance from the inauspicious impacts of planet Ketu.

Cleaning Ganesha decor:

Remove loose dust and soil with a vacuum. or
Use the sponge or cloth to wipe over the marble statue after dipping it in soapy water. In
the bucket, rinse the sponge or cloth frequently.
Remove any residue from the marble statue by thoroughly rinsing it and drying it with a
towel.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
24in 8
Read More
SKU: 00092
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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The God of wisdom, discretion, and salvation Lord Ganesha, sitting on a lotus plinth
worshipped by almost all castes and in all parts of the country, as the deity of
beginnings and the remover of obstacles. Material: Sandstone / Redstone 
Dimension(HWL):  24 x 13 x 7 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2 ft Depiction of the sitting
Ganesha Murti : 

The statue represents here the forerunner "Lord Ganesha".
Shri Ganesh represents the beginning, specifically the beginning of something propitious.
Posing in Lalitasana on a base design like a lotus. Beneath him, his Vahana mouse is also
seen espial his master with folded hands.
With his four hands, Lord Ganesha is seen holding a noose, goad, his broken tusk, and his
favorite sweets.

The Sandstone sitting Ganesha attributes: 

He is the God of prosperity and good health, hence, he is worshiped before any other
deities. By honoring him, at the starting of every auspicious event.
Lord Ganesha is the leader of the attendants of ganas.
Goddess Parvati constructed him using sandalwood from her body & gave life to the boy
while Shiva was not present.
While taking bath, she posted Ganesha to safeguard the entrance of Kailasha.
When Shiva returned, willing to meet Parvati, he faces Ganesha who did not allow him to
pass through the door, leading to a clash between them. Lord Shiva, the lord of
destruction, chops off Ganesha’s head in anger.
Parvati was not displeased with such a vista. She explained it all to Lord Shiva & pleaded
with him to bring the boy to life.
 Lord Shiva after knowing the complete story replace a head of an elephant with him and
this way Ganesha was born again. The rebirth of this elephant-headed boy is celebrated as
Ganesha Chaturthi.

Tips to decor the Ganesha Murti: 

The statue adds aesthetic charm to the home exterior design.
This garden statue looks beautiful in the middle of the well-manicured lawn.
Place it proudly filled and surrounded with beautiful blooms and elegant trees.
 Ann ideal garden statue for homes with big lawn spaces to showcase your fondness.
Give a welcoming feel by incorporating the statue on the entryway of a home, garden,
restaurant, etc.
 The austere yet amazing stone sculpture creates a different unique vibe around it.
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It reflects a burst of energy that sets a positive tone and conveys the message that it is
always going to be a good day.
Creates the image of being right in front of the house. It is nature and residential living
combined to perfection.
stands amid a water feature, by putting the statue in the middle of the water, the garden is
given a different aesthetic appeal.

Benefits of the Ganesha idol on its devotees:

You will overcome all the troubles in your life, from the grace of Lord Ganesha.
 Lord Ganesha confers his devotee's success in all walks of life.
He provides ease from the inauspicious effects of planet Ketu.

Tips for cleaner Ganesha decor:

Tips for cleaning and marinating the sculpture for better longevity and beauty.
Wiping off the Ganesha statue using a soft cloth or buff it with a  broom to get rid of any
loose dust over it. You may use soapy water also to clean

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha 2ft
7
Read More
SKU: 00091
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Sitting Ganesha 2ft earthy finish Ganesha, is a beautifully carved statue with a plain
and rustic finish, without any paint or coating of color. The statue of wealth and prosperity was
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mostly worshipped before the beginning of any new ventures. Material: Sandstone Height: 2
ft (approx.) Dimension: (HWL) : 24 x 14 x 8 inch Positioning: Sitting The sandstone Ganesha
statue is sitting on a lotus flower in his classical Lalitasana pose. With his usual attributes goad,
noose, broken tusk, and a pot full of sweets. The goads in right hand signify which he used to
remove the obstacle and hurdles from the way, the noose in the left-hand symbol of capturing
all the difficulties from the path, the broken tusk he is holding in his lower right hand is a
symbol of sacrificing one's self, which he broke to write down Mahabharata for sage Vyasa and
last the pot of sweet are the reward of a wise life. The snake around his waist represents all
forms of energy the whole cosmos in his belly. The two tusks are Medha and shraddha, Medha
(intellect) is the broken tusk, and shraddha (faith) is the complete tusk, one-pointedness is a
singular focus on the supreme goal. The broken tusk indicates overcoming all types of dualism.
The trunk above his mouth signifies talk less work more, his big ears symbolize being a good
listener. To live a smooth and tussle-free life one must seek the blessing of Lord Ganesha, the
reason why he worshiped first before any commencement. Lord Ganesha helps to become
intelligent and knowledgeable, removes all sorts of hardship, and brings success to personal
and professional life. This Ganesha stone sculpture has an alluring rustic earthy finish that fits
into any space of your indoor-outdoor area of choice. go well with any color background.
Placing: to attract auspicious energy he must be placed in west, north, or northeast. set the
statue facing into the entrance of any building to invite progress in life. Care:  This Ganesha
décor is very easy to clean, the stone gets beautiful as age passes by, so not much seek
attention for cleaning, gentle dusting with a cotton cloth would be enough to keep away from
dust.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
29in 6
Read More
SKU: 00090
Price: ₹31,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
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Product Description

A unique work of art that cannot be exactly replicated. This sandstone-sitting
Ganesha is sure to make a big impression wherever you place it. Material: Sandstone /
Redstone  Dimension(HWL):  29 x 16 x 9 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2.5 ft Illustration of
the sitting Ganesha : 

The statue here represent is the harbinger of auspiciousness "Lord Ganesha".
Shri Ganesha represents the beginning, specifically the beginning of auspicious and
positive.
Sitting in Lalitasana on a base design like a lotus. Beneath him, his Vahana mouse is also
seen making eyes at his master with folded hands.
With his four hands, Lord Ganesha is holding a noose, goad, his broken tusk, and his
favorite sweets.

The alluring stone sitting Ganesha Murti: 

The is the God of prosperity and good health, hence, every Indian worships him before any
other deities. By honoring him, at the start of any auspicious event.
Lord Ganesha is the head of the Shivaties ganas.
Goddess Parvati created him using sandalwood from her body & gave life to the boy while
Shiva was elsewhere.
While taking bath, she posted Ganesha to guard the entrance of Kailasha.
When Shiva returned, willing to meet Parvati, he faces Ganesha who did not let him pass
through the door, leading to a conflict between them. Eventually, Shiva, the lord of
destruction, chops off Ganesha’s head in wrath.
Parvati was not happy with such a panorama. She explained it all to Lord Shiva & pleaded
to fix it.
Lord Shiva after knowing the whole story fixed a head of an elephant upon him and this
way Ganesha was born again. The rebirth of this elephant-headed boy is celebrated as
Ganesha Chaturthi.

Tips to decor the Ganesha Murti: 

The statue adds aesthetic appeal to the home exterior design.
The statue has a great garden statue idea, around the garden.
This lovely garden statue looks very much at home in the middle of the well-manicured
lawn.
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Stand proudly guarding its domain filled and surrounded with beautiful blooms and elegant
trees.
This is an ideal garden statue for homes with big lawn spaces to showcase your taste.
Give a welcoming feel by standing proudly on the entryway going further into the garden.
The simple yet impressive stone sculpture creates a different unique vibe.
It reflects a burst of energy that sets a positive tone and conveys the message that it is
always going to be a good day.
Creates the impression of being right in front of the house. It is nature and residential
living combined to perfection.
Stands in the middle of a man-made water feature, by putting the statue in the middle of
the water, the garden is given a different aesthetic appeal.

Blessings of the Ganesha Murti on its devotee's life:

You will get rid of the troubles in your life, as Lord Ganesha is known as the Vighnaharta.
Lord Ganesha grants his devotees success in all walks of life.
He provides ease from the inauspicious impacts of planet Ketu.

Tips for cleaner Ganesha decor:

With the following tips, you can keep your statue looking beautiful and long-lasting.
Wipe the Ganesha statue using a soft cloth or buff it with a  broom to get rid of any loose
dust over it. You may use water also to clean.
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Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha 2ft
5
Read More
SKU: 00089
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Sitting Ganesha 2ft 5 is a clearly defined model, sitting on his vintage position "
Lalitasana".  Seated open a large lotus flower, this mudra always portrays the composed and
poised state of mind of the Ganesha God.
Material: Sandstone/Redstone
Height: 2 ft (approx.) Dimension: (HWL) : 24 x 13 x 7 inch Position: Sitting
Lord Ganesha has always seen showering bestow on his devotees, with wisdom and prosperity.
The posture with one foot on the ground and another folded up conveys to us, that even if living
in a materialistic world we must be attached to spirituality.This beautiful piece of Ganesha
stone sculpture has four arms each of which holding a varied item. In his right upper arm, he is
holding a goad or Ankush, in the left upper arm, he is holding paasa, or noose, both of which
use to control an animal. Human intellect is like that of an animal that needs to be controlled,
here the goad represents how lord Ganesha direct his devotee on the righteous path. The noose
is worldly desire, which lord Ganesha use to pull up his devotees with the truth. The lower
hands are in the salvation pose. Where he protects his devotees from harm and threats. The
god's statues are incomplete without his mount mushika.  The mouse is a greedy animal that
keeps searching and nibble whatever he finds, a representation of human desire and pride that
get out of control, and destroys the goodness of the human. So by controlling the mouse Lord
Ganesha depicts that our desires, emotion, pride need to be in our control. Lord Ganesha has
always dole the devotee the rewards of his spiritual and worthy action.  He grants his devotees
eternal knowledge, liberation, supreme consciousness.  In terms of decor, this alluring earthy
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colored Ganesha definitely enhances the positive vibe in your space as well as fits into any
indoor or outdoor space of your choice. Placing: advisable to place the idol face in the north
direction. North or west also be a preferable choice. Avoid placing him south direction is
considered very inauspicious. Care: sandstones are way easier to clean,  simply dust the 
Ganesha stone sculptures with a cotton or fiber cloth. "Simple yet beautifully tarnish
surreal beauty." 

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha 2ft
4
Read More
SKU: 00088
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The Sandstone Sitting Ganesha statue (2 feet) can add a point of interest & a
finishing touch to your living room’s interior. Pick up this Sandstone creation of
CRAFTS ODISHA for a reclaimed look. Material: Sandstone / Redstone  Dimension(
WHL):  24 x 13 x 7 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2 ft Delineation of the sitting Ganesha : 

It's a statue of the vanquisher of hindrances "Lord Ganesha".
Shri Ganesha signifies the beginning of something, specifically the beginning of something
auspicious and positive.
Sitting in Lalitasana on a base design like a lotus. Beneath him, his mount mouse is also
seen eying his master with folded hands.
With his four hands, Lord Ganesha is holding a noose, goad, his broken tusk, and his
favorite sweets.
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The stone sitting Ganapati Murti: 

The elephant head symbolizes strength, sovereignty, calmness, power, wisdom, and
knowledge.
Lord Ganesha is the head of the ganas of Lord Shiva.
His forward-facing trunk symbolizes the kundalini shakti has reached the Sahasrara (crown
chakra) permanently.
Goddess Parvati made Ganesha using sandalwood & gave life to the boy while Shiva was
away.
While taking bath, she assigned him to guard the entrance of her house.
When Shiva returned, willing to meet Parvati, he faces Ganesha who did not let him pass
through the door, leading to a conflict between them. Eventually, Shiva, the lord of
destruction, chops off Ganesha’s head in rage.
Parvati was not happy with such scenery. She asked Shiva to arrange and fix about it.
 Lord Shiva after knowing the whole story fixed the head of an elephant upon him and this
way Ganesha was born again. The rebirth of this elephant-headed boy is celebrated as
Ganesha Chaturthi.

Tips to decor the middle trunk Sushumna Ganesha Murti: 

Create a wow-inducing focal point, by incorporating the attractive statue on the end table
beside your couch in the living room.
Break up the monotony of a space, by exhibiting the statue on a pedestal near a vacant
space.
If you have a dead corner or nooks inject energy and drama into the space with the
dramatic statue.
Make it a great focal point and conversation starter by displaying it in the foyer or at the
entryway of your home over a console or sideboard.
Setting him in the library, college entrances, or study room encourages a restful
environment.
Create balance with a sculpture that matches the room's accent colors.
An extremely textured statue makes a great juxtaposition to smooth glossy surfaces, and
vice versa.
At the end of the day, it's you who has to live with it, so the piece should speak to you,
inspire you, move you, and lift your spirits, so place it where you feel more homely.
Welcome your guest with the beautiful statue at either side of the restaurant or hotel.

Benefits of the Ganesha Murti on its devotee's life:
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You may get freed from the troubles of life, as Lord Ganesha is the symbol of Vighnaharta.
 Lord Ganesha bestows his devotee's success in all walks of life.
He provides relief from the inauspicious impacts of planet Ketu.

Tips for cleaner Ganesha decor:

Upkeep your Ganesha God statue with minimal effort.
Wipe the Ganesha decor using a soft bristle brush or broom to get rid of any loose dust
over it. You may use water also to cleanse.

Sand Stone Standing Ganesha
18in 3
Read More
SKU: 00087
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

"Mooshika Vahana Modhaga Hasta Chaamara Karna Vilambitha Sutra
Vamana Rupa Maheshwara Putra Vigna Vinayaka Pada Namaste"

The meaning of the shloka is He who has the mouse as the vahana, which signifies the desire
which has to be controlled. He who always keeps Modhak, which are the sweet or reward for the
ones leading a wise life. He who has ears that resemble a hand held fan, which wide and big
enough to listen to the prayers of the devotees. He who wears a chain-like ornament around his
waist. He who has a short stature, He who is the son of Lord Maheshwara. O! Lord Vinayaka who
is all the above and he who removes all impediments (vignas), We worship your Divine Feet.
The Ganesha is known to be granting wishes faster when worshiped with devotion and
dedication. So bring home this good luck charm to welcome all good luck and prosperity to your
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house.

Sand Stone Sitting Ganesha
15inch 2
Read More
SKU: 00086
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

"Ekadantam Mahaakaayan, Taptakaajnchanasannibhamh Lambodaram Vishaalaaxam,
Vandeaham Gananaayakamh"

The shloka means that, Obeisance to Lord Ganesha, the one tusked ( symbolizing sacrifice),
huge-bodied(having big heart), big-bellied (symbolizing one who can digest all good and bad of
life), and large-eyed God(one who is observant), whose complexion is like that of molten gold. I
surrender myself to such great lord. This Ganesh statuette is well known to grace your house
and office with all good luck and prosperity. It will bless you with wisdom and knowledge and
bring home peace and love.

Manjeera Musical Ganesha-2
Read More
SKU: 00059
Price: ₹1,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
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Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Idols,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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